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Planar motion of the Prandtl-Meyer type is self-similar: by introducing 
a cylindrical system of coordinates (in which the z-axis coincides with 
the edge of the sharp angle at the surface of the body over which the 
gas flows) all quantities become functions of C$ only. Flows in which the 
initial distribution of parameters in the stream moving toward the edge 
is non-uniform may be of interest; in particular, such flows may occur 
in the presence of a bow shock wave in front of a body whose intensity 

decreases with distance from the body. 

If the initial distribution of parameters is considered to be known 

and to have almost constant values, the corresponding problem can be 

solved by the method of perturbations 

Z’r (9) + vy’ (r, 91, vg (9) + 11~’ (r, 9) (1) 

taking the solution of a self-similar problem [ 1 1 for the zeroth 

approximation 

vy = L sin ncp, 
n 

p = p*(cosqJ!' jr+!) (nz~lz$) (2) 

Here y is the ratio of specific heats, the asterisk denotes the 

critical value of the starred quantity, and the rest of the designations 

are well-known. For small values of u,‘~ v+‘, p’ one can obtain the 
system of linear equations 
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VqP-q-- l'q'-PV, 
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Solving Equation (3) for derivatives with respect to R, the system 
obtained can be written in the foxm of the vector equation 12 1 

ax 
g=A$+Y (z1 = p’,xa = Vr’,ZI) = VP’) (41 

where A = 11 aii(~) 11 is the matrix 

(5) 
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We will introduce the vector y in place of x by means of the relations 

X= By. y = B-lx 

where B = 11 bij (~) II is a matrix such that Det I B I f 0, and B” is the 
inverse matrix; we have 

ay BgjyABaq *+yl, $=B-'AB 

After finding the eigenvalues A, of the characteristic equation 
net(A-Al=0 

the elements bib can be determined frtnn the system 

such that the matrix B “A B will have the diagonal 

II bjk II = 

(8) 

P -- 

VW 
0 

‘lke system (6) can be reduced to the following fow: 

(9) 

6% ( 2k -- aR ---_~-(~--a)Y~- I-- l_n~ctgsv > 98 
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For the solution of concrete problems, y2, ys and y1 are successively 
determined from the second, third and first of these equations. 
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